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Section 1

Introduction

Greater Manchester museums and galleries have achieved considerable success in attracting
families for special events. However, rather than becoming complacent, many organisations
have begun to ask themselves what can be offered to families when they make return visits,
independently of the workshop or activity programme. In June 1999, Arts About Manchester
organised a seminar - Keep it in the Family - which brought together speakers from across the
country who provided insights and ideas in order to tackle this issue.
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Keep it in the Family formed part of Arts About Manchester’s Family Friendly programme,
funded by the Arts Council’s A4E scheme. Begun in 1997, Family Friendly is now in its final
year. Its objectives include creating the optimum experience in venues. The programme is
cross artform but special emphasis has been given to galleries and museums. Arts
organisations across Greater Manchester take part and, with their collaboration, Arts About
Manchester has been able to create the following:
• A database of over 5,000 families interested in visiting the arts. Museums and galleries in
Greater Manchester send them details of exhibitions and events free of charge in the
‘Family Friendly newsletter’ each school holiday period.
• Special periods (‘Family Friendly fortnights’) in the autumn and at Easter when arts
organisations programme especially for families. Arts About Manchester have promoted
these to increase visits from existing family audiences as well as to attract new audiences.
• A series of three exhibitions for families, in partnership with galleries across Greater
Manchester. Alongside these, research information is being gathered about the curatorial
processes and involvement of artists in family audience development.
• Partnership funding for the creation of special ‘year-round’ resources.
• A comic, available free in museums and galleries, to encourage cross artform visits.
• Research information about the successful formula for marketing to families.
• An information bank about family audiences.
• A group for museums and galleries which meets to exchange information about plans and
new developments in family provision.
• A Family Friendly website.
• Guiding principles to help arts organisations construct their own framework for successful
audience development (see appendix (i)).
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It has become increasingly clear that sustained family audience development is a complex
process, involving all levels of staff and new ways of approaching programming. The aim of
Keep it in the Family was to share experiences. We hope this report will extend that process.

Arts About Manchester would like to thank all the speakers, the Whitworth Art Gallery for kindly
hosting the event and the Greater Manchester Family Friendly Steering Group for advice.
Special thanks go to Megan Brown for helping with the production of this report.

Lindsay Brooks
Taryn Harris
Arts About Manchester
July 1999
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Section 2

Speakers
A framework for considering family learning
Caroline Rowley The Campaign for Learning

• Aims of the Campaign for Learning
The main aim of the Campaign is to promote learning as essential to us all regardless of age,
gender and race. In order to make a permanent difference it is necessary to change culture so
that all individuals can learn throughout their life. At present we can see society divided
between those with qualifications, who are caught in a spiral of learning and whose knowledge
will increase throughout their life, and those without qualifications.
• Definition of learning
The Campaign for Learning defines learning as a process of active engagement with
experience. It is what people do when they want to make sense of the world. It may involve
increase in skills, knowledge, understanding, values and the capacity to reflect. Effective
learning leads to change, development and a desire to know more. The Campaign aims to
promote learning not as a step towards a pay rise but as part of a broader development. The
United Kingdom does not compare well with European counterparts. International League
Tables show the UK to be at the lowest end with regards to literacy. Our level of basic skills is
comparable to Poland.
• Achieving its goals
To achieve its goals the Campaign aims to promote the benefits of learning in innovative ways.
The Campaign acts as a catalyst with a range of partners on projects to create new
opportunities and demand for learning with events, forums and conferences being an integral
part of the promotion of learning. An example of this was the media campaign Feed Your Mind
in 1999. This was a new way to approach learning in a way that was less formal. Through linking
learning to New Year resolutions, the Campaign used research to disseminate attitudes and
barriers to learning. Supporter and partnership schemes were also encouraged such as
Learning at Work Day on May 20. The approach was fresh in that the Campaign chose active
examples to look at learning.
• Meaning of learning
MORI conducted a poll in 1998 to discover what the word ‘learning’ meant to the public. When
asked what words they associated with learning, 70% of people chose the word ‘discovering’.
What was encouraging was that the vast majority of people had positive associations with the
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word. Less surprising was that 72% associated training with gaining new skills and 71%
associated education with school. In order to promote learning it is necessary to assess the
competition it faces. Another poll looked at what people enjoy doing most in their free time.
Socialising, time with the family and relaxing at home came top of the poll. The survey revealed
that socialising within the family was what people most enjoy compared with, for example, time
spent watching TV, shopping or going to the cinema.

It is interesting to see how learning fits into our lives. Children spend just 15% of their waking
time in school and parents and carers are responsible for 85% of a child’s waking time. Less
than 5% of parents participate in parenting education programmes. Figures reveal that it is
essential to target children as about half a person’s learning and ability develops by the age of
4 and 80% by the age of 8. Many adults are not in possession of basic skills and it is estimated
around one in five adults has difficulty with literacy and numeracy. 65% of adults would like to
take part in taught or non-taught learning in the next year but only 49% think they will do so.
Research demonstrates the links between success at school and support at home. Support
from partners and children is a significant motivator for adults who want to return to learn.
Children as the main target need to have their own response. The most significant result
revealed from their learning at school was 57% want to make more visits to places of interest.
•

What is family learning?

Family learning aims to change culture and to do so it is necessary to engage with families.
Learning within the family is informal and a natural part of personal development; it is within this
environment that we are provided with our first source of language acquisition. The family
provides a child’s early socialisation and there should be stimulation within this environment
which is essential to skills acquisition. The pre-school environment is essential to a child’s later
life and learning. The family experience can be enriched through fun activities and hobbies
but family development as a whole relates to how members interact through family roles and
responsibilities. No set structure can be identified in order to have family group cohesion as it
depends on what the individual family is most comfortable with. Learning together could be in
informal settings such as parks and libraries, or in more structured settings such as family
literacy programmes. Members of a family can learn from one another. It is not a case of
parents constantly teaching the children: this is a two way process.

As the Government promotion highlights, the family is the focus for society. Each family is
individual; roles, relationships and responsibilities change in relation to different stages of
family life. It is not just the children who need to be targeted. For the policy to be cohesive,
‘family’ learning must include education for parents, as good parenting is linked to how well
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parents cope, not to affluence. This new campaign in family learning connects areas that other
Government policies leave untackled. What is recognised is that families cannot focus as
separate units - they have to function in relation to wider society. The family is the foundation
for citizenship and many organisations and agencies such as schools, social services,
voluntary organisations and the criminal justice system exist in order to serve families. It is not
just a case of promoting new organisations but utilising those which already exist. To increase
their role, families must understand their purpose, take responsibility where necessary and
make the appropraite decisions.
• Family Learning Weekend
The Campaign’s goal is to create an appetite for learning in individuals and Family Learning
Day became its first national event. Family Learning Day, September 10 1998, sought a way to
take learning out of schools, therefore focusing on parenting. It was so successful that this
year it has become Family Learning Weekend which will run from Friday 1 October until
Sunday 3 October 1999. Its aim is to get families learning together in a variety of
environments. Family Learning Weekend has two objectives: firstly to involve families in a
learning activity and secondly to encourage families to support each other in their learning children can be the trigger to parental learning. The biggest response in 1998 came from
museums and galleries, not schools and areas of formal education, perhaps because the
event was not about acquiring knowledge but creating a new approach to, and environment
for, learning.

Past events show the organisations involved in the campaign are diverse:
•

Colwyn Bay library held a competition for families to submit pictures, poetry, creative
writing or an audio tape on the theme of ‘our perfect day’.

•

Manchester United Football Club put a famous footballing families quiz in its match
programme and offered a special discount to its museum for families who mentioned the
words ‘Campaign for Learning’.

•

The Regional Staff College in Birmingham organised a family fun day at Himley Park Zoo.
The Zoo was also involved in a successful partnership between FE colleges and primary
schools, the fire service, pre-school associations, Dudley Zoo and Castle, black country
museums, pub landlords, Central TV (weather forecaster), libraries (computers), adult and
community education, McDonalds, Sainsbury and Merryhill minis.

•

Scottish Power organised two family fun days in their workplace learning centres.

•

Lancashire College, Chorley, organised a family fun day Generation Game.

•

The Theatre Museum, London, organised a theatrical families’ learning trail.

•

Rochdale Council organised a special family literacy display in their local shopping centre.
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•

The Museum of South Yorkshire Life, Doncaster, organised an investigation of family
portraits and photographers, including drawing a portrait of someone in your family and
dressing up in replicas of historic costumes.

•

Plas Newwydd, Anglesey, organised a visit for local Asian families to the airport.

•

Accrington and Rossendale College offered a special family discount to students
enrolling on courses.

•

A cross city event held in Bath was co-ordinated in true partnership. Events took place in a
shopping mall, the railway station, a local manufacturer, the leisure centre and the library.

•

St Helens conducted a campaign entitled ‘making learning a family affair’ which led to a
permanent policy being established.

• Key issues in family learning
In order to target the family it has to be defined, whether this be a nuclear family or single
parents (research shows that a large proportion of visitors to museums and galleries on
Sundays are fathers with visiting rights which is an area that could be targeted). Grandparents,
grown up families, extended families and other family identities all need to be catered for.
Family learning is sometimes too general a term and there is a need to focus on what kinds of
families we are dealing with. Then we can target them successfully.

Multi-agency working is essential and links can be made between organisations. This includes
Family Learning Officers, LEA’s, Social Services, companies, the media, colleges, TEC’s, HE
and schools.

The importance of a family friendly culture cannot be underestimated. ‘Child friendly’ and
‘family friendly’ are very different and this distinction should be borne in mind. The needs of
the family need to be identified. Resources such as pamphlets should identify a reading age
to aim at. Facilities need to be brought in line with the family and for example entry tickets
should have categories for children and the elderly or family groups. Shops and catering
should not be overlooked; there should be provision to suit family tastes and varying age
groups. Displays and artefacts, such as shop souvenirs, are another area which prove integral
to a successful visit for the family and could also generate income.

Museums and galleries could position themselves at the centre of family learning as the
Government is committed to promoting their role. To change their public perception, it will be
necessary to use media coverage, organise services and work together to achieve this
common aim.
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Building Relationships :
effective ways of delivering interpretation and exhibits
for the family audience
Miranda Cox Freelance Researcher

Developing interpretation and exhibitions for all ages, especially young children, involves
challenges. Highlighting these are practical examples from Walsall Museum and Art Gallery
which have been exploring provision for young children and family audiences in a sustained
way since the mid 1990’s.
• Access and inclusion
Art galleries and museums need to assess how they operate and what is meant by ‘access’
and ‘inclusion’. Many of those who work closely with children at home, in school or play
settings regard the professional art world as unwelcoming to amateurs, particularly young
children. This is not to say that all arts venues deny young children the right to visit, but they
rarely feature in policy, or are mentioned as a desirable audience without the full implications
being considered, and therefore the necessary consistency is lacking.

In the past, Government documents have made reference to the fact that most art gallery and
museum provision has tended to be aimed at formal education sectors. We now recognise the
importance of attracting and catering for family audiences in all their definitions.

The role of play needs to be explored in order to become family friendly and to genuinely
develop relationships. Play is often regarded as little more than reward for hard work. Learning
takes many forms, beginning with play. Without it, creativity in all forms could not exist, the arts
could not be regenerated and we would be unable to understand our changing world.
Museums and art galleries are vehicles for life long learning and they hold resources in trust for
everyone. Access is not just a matter of letting visitors in, it is about attitudes, information and
our sense of belonging. Access to museums and galleries is about recognising the many
ways in which people learn.

The UK is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. This
convention contains 54 articles covering a range of human rights for children and young
people aged from 0-18. These are not just rights about protection and welfare but about rights
to participate in cultural life. Birmingham-based Playtrain who support and develop out of
school play and arts opportunities are at the forefront of promoting Article 31 (see appendix
(ii) )which relates specifically to the arts, culture and play. It helps to forge links between the
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professional art world and play providers, two previously alienated areas. The growing
membership of the Article 31 network is encouraging, as an increasing number of museums
and art galleries are signing up. Their work has led to a number of collaborations between play
centres and children which has begun to yield interesting results.

Addressing what we mean by access is a key issue in building a sustainable relationship with
audiences. This requires us to debate honestly how we select and present artworks and
objects, and how we are prepared for people to learn in museums and art galleries.

Due to new funding priorities and a number of high profile initiatives placing families, or more
especially young children, centre stage, there is now a greater desire to provide some kinds of
educational, interpretative, activity based programmes. The extent to which reaches beyond
the one off project and into ideology is debatable.
• The Walsall experience
The team at Walsall Museum and Art Gallery set out to integrate art with play experiences, to
explore audience reactions and interests, and examine how these impact on artists’ work and
curatorial practice. In the early 90s they asked for audience responses. The key audience that
came forward was families who wanted more interaction. Walsall built on this research. The
approach to family audiences began with a number of experiments involving labelling,
supplementing traditional labels and adding a series of questions prompting or provoking
visitors to look, draw conclusions and express feelings. This very basic but more up front and
inclusive method of interpretation was well received, and began to attract suggestions from
people with children who required more active means of engaging and entertaining them. A
simple and low cost experiment became the catalyst for a whole programme of research and
development.

This led to simple materials and activities being placed in the Garman Ryan Collection of Art, to
assess impact on both new and consistent visitors. These activities were 3D puzzles, jigsaw
replicas of artworks and art materials. They were monitored during one summer and led to
requests for more activities on a permanent basis for those who used them.

Child orientated activities were gradually incorporated into all the collections throughout the
Museum and Art Gallery and into as many temporary exhibitions as possible. Working with
collections used for scholarly research and temporary projects involving artists, each brought
challenges in how to be interactive without disrupting the environment too much. Care had to
be taken to relate these activities to artists’ work, or historical themes. This meant whilst
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children and adults were playing, their activity had a number of functions, for example
introducing them to artists’ work and enabling them to be creative.

It was found that by creating children friendly environments more parents and grandparents,
with children in their care, were attracted to the gallery. In the new, less formal environment
they were more willing to linger and enjoy the artworks. Many parents were surprised and
impressed by their children’s responses and valued the new way of spending time with their
children. Work in the gallery leads on to activities at home and the desire for creative input was
sustained among the children.

Between 1992 and 1995, Walsall developed a special project for 5 year olds and their adult
carers. It was based on previous experiments and growing awareness of the potential
audience. The project was called START and set out to harness and encourage young
children’s natural curiosity. One of the important aims was to encourage museum and art
gallery visits from as early an age as possible. Another was to enable exploration of art through
personal responses.

A selection of work from the high profile Garman Ryan Collection was interpreted in new ways.
Things children were seen to respond to varied from the expected, such as animals, to the
unexpected. Parents suggested that their children’s choice of artworks was usually driven by
the way in which they appeared, for example at unusual angles, or if they saw an image that
reminded them of someone or something they could recognise.

Things were learnt rapidly during the planning stage about practical design elements, about
toilet provision, pushchair parking, cloak rooms etc. - all things not directly related to the
exhibition but absolutely crucial to it.

It was very successful in raising the profile of children under five as a target audience and
establishing lasting collaborative relationships between the gallery and other agencies. As
well as enabling the team to try out interpretative ideas, the project also meant departments
such as education and social services began to be aware of the gallery. The collaboration has
led to long term development and interdepartmental support.

The exhibition was divided into themed sections, roughly following the sections into which
the GR collection is also divided. Selected works were taken from their usual home and placed
in a specially adapted exhibitions gallery. Seating and barriers created screens to unify and
help divide the large space. There was a mixture of floor textures, carpet and vinyl, fold away
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seating for larger groups and specially designed sign writing and murals. Objects were placed
at unusual heights and angles, viewed through mirrors and illuminated with different lighting
effects. Smells and sounds were also used to stimulate the senses, for example including real
sunflowers to compare with painted ones.

A major issue which arose among families and other non-traditional gallery goers was the
problem of touching. Whilst everyone has the right to experience art, responsibilities to art
should not be overlooked. Child friendly does not necessarily mean touching. Of course the
smell and textures of artists materials are often fascinating to all visitors. Young children rarely
have the opportunity to use quality art materials for themselves. The education officer at the
Art Gallery of Ontario has a special space for children and families to explore art, but on the
whole, galleries are free from unconventional interpretative material. A bag of props
containing a variety of handling materials like plain and painted canvas, paint brushes, pallets
covered with dried paint is utilised. The children are able to smell and feel paint on canvas
without harming paintings and can be helped to talk about their responses to artworks using a
series of props.

The senses can be engaged through sound, smells, more imaginative picture hanging and
display, however it is important not to lose sight of the original artefacts or objects, or to
overload them. It is a case of using the most appropriate method and creating a balance
between inter-activity and observation. Within a welcoming environment it is possible, if the
tone is set from point of entry onwards. Children do find stimulation from handling materials,
but if they are made aware that this is not possible and objects are beyond reach, they
generally respect this. Things go wrong when objects that are vulnerable are placed
unprotected within the same environment as those that are not.

In START, artworks were hung at low heights behind additional plastic glazing for their
safety. Anything that could not be handled was displayed behind glass but at unusually low
heights, so for example small animal sculptures were redisplayed in a low case designed to be
crawled over, so children could look very closely for the first time.

The interpretation in terms of written materials was kept to a minimum, with large introductory
labels for adults to help explain the themes and smaller labels for each object or artwork.
Besides this some additional prompts or instructions were painted on the wall. There were
some low tech activities such as collaging, drawing and discussion, as well as high tech, touch
screen computers, and push button activated sounds.
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All supporting material was multi-layered, so that adults could help guide children, or
alternatively children could experience art directly, unmediated by the presence of an adult.

Stories were told about artists on audio tape, activated by a push button and also in an
illustrated story book format so a number of choices were available.

Most activities were based on looking, observing, sensing, empathising and doing or making.
Some objects were left unmediated, and because they were at more accessible heights
received attention. But it was those supported by activities that were most successful in
sustaining interest among first time visitors. Interestingly those who visited more than once
started to look at artworks more than do activities. The activities initially helped gain visitors’
confidence in the gallery environment and encouraged them to return to look again in
different ways.

Evaluation showed that the most successful activities were those that allowed the children to
select and to do things at their own pace: things that allowed physical as well as mental
exploration, such as making objects from simple materials, donning masks and looking in
mirrors, using the computer drawing programme, manipulating push buttons and switches.

One significant part of the research was what it revealed about adults. More seats were also
provided and it was noticed that this made adults linger and they therefore noticed more. The
relaxed atmosphere significantly changed the way people responded to artworks, and they
talked about them without feeling intimidated. The presence of children can enable adults to
feel more liberated.

START was a very unusual exhibition, as never before had Walsall dedicated so much space
and special design for this audience. The team worked differently, with curators becoming
involved in interpretation and education and with educators designing exhibits. START had a
significant budget raised from public and private sectors so it was crucial that it was not a one
off project. Equipment was reused and knowledge was built upon and led to changes in the
way exhibitions were planned and delivered.

Me and You (1998) was the most recent in the series of experimental initiatives. It was aimed
at a broader age range, but with young children firmly at its core. It proved to be an ambitious
mix of contemporary and historic art forms and objects from the Social History Collections,
supported by simple activities and new technologies. There was an artist’s residency/studio
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space and the exhibition was supported by a number of school projects, community outreach
events and parents’ and teachers’ resource packs. The exhibition aimed to introduce very
young visitors to the work of contemporary artists, encourage creative exploration of museum
collections, support cross generational learning and exploration of the theme of identity.

Most art and objects were supported by multi-sensory interpretative activities which fell into
the category of those that were used instinctively through observation and discussion and
with dressing up and opening drawers. It was interesting to find that those things we do
everyday were perceived as the most educational. In order to avoid a clash between children
and adults, activities for families were also provided for which tended to engage people by
harnessing memory and emotions. The intention consistent through all the activities was to
generate interest and encourage visitors to relate their own experience and creativity with that
of the professional artists.

The aim was to balance fun and learning in such a way that visitors of all ages would gain
something from their experience, particularly a more positive attitude to visiting art galleries
and museums in general. Interestingly, a significant three quarters of all visitors to Me and You
said they would now take their children to other art galleries.

Evaluation revealed many adults felt that the value of the experience lay in the intergenerational opportunities: they too were encouraged to play and create alongside their
children. Another positive response was that in many of the activities, children were actively
encouraged to use their imaginations and be curious, thus were seen to be learning whilst
having fun. There are a number of key questions which need to be considered:
•

Do we need to re-invent traditional curatorial models to achieve audience
development goals?

Children do not visit alone. Families and groups may include any number of possibilities in
terms of physical and intellectual abilities, interests and dislikes.

There has been a tendency to see audiences packaged in separate boxes and then to
accommodate them in different ways. To some degree they do all need different foci but can
be integrated. Providing for younger children physically and intellectually, in a genuine
sensitive and complementary way, can improve things for many.

There is no fixed way that families learn together. They all have different interests, motivations,
structures and methods. It is impossible to account for individual expectations and reactions
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and it is not always possible to meet these expectations, given the limits of staffing and
budgets. However, it is possible to establish a supporting and welcoming environment.

What makes galleries and museums special is that they are crammed full of real objects. Whilst
interactivity is not exclusively the only factor to attract children, they are particularly attracted to
less formal and more participatory events. However, being child friendly requires inclusive
policy and planning, good facilities and responsive curatorship. Objects don’t necessarily
need to come alive through technological wizardry to be interesting and accessible, no
amount of fun will establish good links with audiences if first there is no mutual trust, room for
acclimatisation and a genuine willingness to change traditional working methods. This may
include the look of the building, redesigning publicity materials, rethinking the role of
attendance staff, rewriting policy or restructuring meetings. These are the essentials in
creating an appropriate environment.
•

Many aspects of the gallery experience contribute to the process of
audience development. How should these relate to the work of artist and
curator?

The content of the exhibition is essential but the staffing and the whole environment can be
seen as of equal importance.

All areas of staffing need to be involved in any genuine rethink or development. Families and
children are not just the remit of the education officer. Families need to be considered in all
day to day operations and with all exhibitions, even those that are not necessarily deemed
family friendly.

It is often the simplest things which contribute to successful projects. If families are struggling
to access the building, this will affect their responses even before they view the artwork. The
wrong publicity may prevent them from coming, lack of support resources or costly souvenirs
may put them off. Key recommendations arising from Me and You were that adults requested
more seats and a quiet area to feed or relax with babies whilst older children explored the
exhibition. They liked the proactive staff who could help engage them with exhibits and also
aid them in practical things such as finding the toilet. Families visiting for the first time need to
feel welcomed and special otherwise there will be no family audience to develop. The project
is essentially about building relationships and empowering families.

These considerations do impact on the work of artists and curators. Increased use of galleries
by children may bring additional challenges in safety and display for example. Exhibition
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spaces may need additional seating, rest areas or the inclusion of more interpretation. These
things affect the appearance of galleries and ultimately the atmosphere. Artists are not always
aware that different audiences behave differently and consequently their work may have to be
displayed and interpreted differently. These ideas need to be discussed at a very early stage.

If the venue is publicising something especially for families, then they need to consider how
appropriate the family tag is and what it is that is family friendly. For example, is it the exhibition
content that is family friendly? Are there activities and resources to support them or is it the art
gallery environment that is family friendly? Is the general housekeeping (nappy changing
facilities etc.) of an appropriate level? The venue’s access, comfort and customer care are
often overlooked, as the emphasis is placed on making the exhibition accessible, rather than
also considering the wider picture.

Awareness needs to run from attendant staff to managers. The education and interpretation
should be integral to exhibition planning in such a way that it is accepted they will affect the
selection of artists, the look and tone of publicity and the gallery spaces. These should create
an image for the organisation, a profile with which families identify. Over time families become
more familiar and comfortable with the venue, and are more willing to attend exhibitions that
are not necessarily designated for them.

Building relationships is actually about empowering families through sustained access and
education. This is achieved through the way arts providers, curators and interpreters work with
artists and audiences to display and contextualise artworks.

An example of this was Brenda and Other Stories, Art=HIV+YOU, an exhibition of work by
artists relating to issues around HIV. It contained “challenging artwork” and was
understandably not conceived as a family project.

However, given the progress made in Walsall it would have been wrong to ignore the family in
this instance. If parents chose to bring their children they should be made aware of the
content and issues.

However, additional information was provided which was suitable for children. From children’s
responses it was found that the exhibition had helped to explain HIV to them. The
interpretation was a collaboration between art gallery, artists, health workers and schools.
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•

Is there a point at which an artist could, and should adapt his or her work
to meet audience development objectives?

The role of the artist should not be overlooked. It is not a case of dumbing down but it is the
curator’s role to select well.

The question which brings all these experiences together:
•

Is there a need to clarify what audience development means for each of
those with a role in curating an exhibition?

Any discussion about young children and arts activity has to be considered alongside a whole
set of issues, such as how the exhibition is managed on a daily basis. Furthermore, how do
artists understand the project aims and how can front of house staff and management be
prepared and involved throughout planning?

Artists are not necessarily hostile to audiences but they are rarely asked to consider them. It is
necessary to agree aims and intentions with all involved. Clarity is vital. If a venue is seeking to
interpret artworks then artists need to be clear about the nature of the exhibition and the kinds
of interpretative materials that will be involved.

It is essential to ensure everyone understands the definitions of broad terms such as family
and interpretation. Every organisation will not have the same definition of “family friendly” so
expectations and definitions need to be clearly defined. It is necessary to be clear when
selecting artists/designers. The way exhibits are designed is important: will they be receiving
heavy use? Can visitors get pushchairs and wheelchairs around the exhibits?

In the planning stage it is necessary to discuss why you want to be family friendly, then think
about what you already do that is. What can you instantly say is family friendly? What needs
improvement? What can you do immediately and what requires additional work and resources?

Families form an audience that is politically desirable but which also bring challenges. There
are assumptions and prejudices about them and from them that cannot be redressed
overnight or in isolation. It is unrealistic to expect short projects to reinvent years of practice.

The organisation has to decide if it can provide permanent resources or if it is going to
concentrate on developing projects. Either way, arts provision for children and young people
must encompass policy and resources. In museums and galleries, it is essential that to
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produce a family friendly environment the whole environment not just the education
department must change.

Whilst it is not possible to create a full range of materials, it is possible to make supporting
resources for adult carers to use with children. Providing even simple drawing materials and
some children’s art books in a seated area can involve all the family in a cost effective and
informal way. It is possible to utilise commercial toys, or at least to use them as inspiration.
During trips to Canada and the USA we found a number of construction toys being used in
galleries that did not relate directly to the artwork but which explored three dimensions and
space. If these are then related to sculpture, people can make connections much more
readily.

Consideration of the nature of written materials can also help. Both children, older people and
those with visual impairment prefer to read labels in large font. If appropriate, avoid using only
the traditional type of museum classification label and tell the story, or something of interest
about the artist.

In deciding what approach to take it is crucial to decide what it is your organisation can do and
afford and what it aims to achieve. Will interpretation relate to specific artworks/exhibits or be
more about the exploration of creativity? Many of the museums in the States are not based on
collections. Kid Space in Indianapolis Children’s Museum, designed for children under six,
worked on concepts of play rather than exhibits, providing multi-sensory play opportunities.

Even if it is not possible to redesign spaces and devote resources to special exhibitions, more
young people can be welcomed, not just encouraged to participate. There are no rules about
what can and cannot be done - just the need for organisations to build on existing strengths.

• Questions from the audience:
Q Did the under 5s label affect the ages of people attending START?
A The project in Walsall identified the under 5s. This initially put some families off. Therefore, a
more general approach was taken concentrating on families as a unit. It was found that
teenagers used and enjoyed the under 5s display, they didn’t find it too childish. However,
they could have been put off before they even arrived in the gallery by the publicity which
emphasised the age boundaries.
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Q How did different visitor groups in the Gallery interact and respond to this approach?
A Older adults liked the fact that children were there. On the whole it had a positive effect.
Even those that visited without families saw it as a starting point. There were inevitably those
that didn’t like it.
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Happy Backpacking : a case study of provision at the V&A
Celia Franklin Victoria and Albert Museum, London

In terms of display, the Victoria and Albert Museum is currently perhaps not the most family
friendly of museums. The galleries are very traditional, with the majority of objects being
interpreted by text panels and labels. There are a few touch objects and interactives, but
these are currently sparsely distributed throughout the Museum’s galleries. The opening of
the new British Galleries in 2001 will bring a new style of display to the V&A, with greater
interactivity for adults and children, which will set the tone for future developments.

Over the last four years the Education Department has concentrated on developing
resources to help families enjoy and learn more about the collections on display. These family
resources all have the following things in common:
•

designed to encourage interaction between the adult, the child and the objects

•

they are all drop-in activities so people can turn up at any time during the hours advertised
and stay for as short or as long a time as they want

•

they are all free

Before family resources were developed, the Museum explored the research that was
applicable to family learning in the galleries. The concept of the adult taking on the role of
teacher in such an environment was one that was emphasised in many of the activities. This
role is one that is still undertaken by adults in the Museum, but instead of just being given
information to pass on to their children, activities are designed to encourage adult and child to
do things together, thus creating a much more interactive style of learning.

The 4 different types of family provision:
•

Special family activities

The Museum holds special family events on the first Sunday of each month and on occasional
days during school holidays. Activities have included silk painting, storytelling and puppet
making. These activities are on a drop-in basis and do not require booking. They are however
more costly, in terms of both staff time and budget, than the other resources which will be
discussed in greater detail.
• Trails
Trails are available at all times and can be picked up at the reception desk. These are pencil
and paper trails each of which concentrates on a specific gallery. There are currently 6
different trails: Korea, Silver, Tapestries, India (the only one available in 5 Asian languages),
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Gothic and Christmas. They include observation activities from word games and drawing to
role play and questions.

The innovative part of these trails is the ‘adult sheet’ which accompanies the child’s trail. This
was originally an information sheet (based on the idea that the adult would impart this
information to the child). However, this separated the adult and child, with the adult
concentrating on taking in the information on the sheet and the child using the trail alone. As a
result this sheet has been changed and now has very clear notes for the adult. Firstly it tells
them where the object is and what the answers to the questions are. Secondly it gives them
ideas of things about an object they could point out or issues they could discuss with their
child. It acts as a confidence boost for adults, allowing discussion between adult and child;
they do not feel pressured to know everything, but can get involved directly with the child’s
activity.

The trails always include an “At home” activity which provides follow-up on what has been
discovered at the Museum. It offers adults the opportunity to encourage related activities at
home.
• The Activity Cart
The Cart has been in operation now for three years and remains the most versatile of the family
resources at the V&A. It is available every Sunday and during school holidays. The Cart offers
a variety of activities for families to complete in the galleries, which include discovery trails,
drawing and making activities. Children chose an activity from the display and are given all the
materials they need for the activity by the person staffing the Cart.

Each activity begins with an observation activity (mainly focused on questioning and
sketching), which encourages the family to look and think about a specific object. The making
or drawing part of the activity encourages them to continue to relate back to the object on
display. For example this might be mimicking decoration on an Islamic helmet or choosing
patterns from the Indian textiles to illustrate the Maraqua (Indian book).
The way the Cart looks is important too. It operates from the back; a disadvantage of this is that
there is a barrier between it and the families. More positively, it is not intimidating but
approachable, child friendly, versatile and mobile. It uses low cost, non-messy materials with
photocopied activity sheets. It is easy to change the items in it as often as you want which
means if an activity is not proving successful it can easily be taken off.
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The Cart goes in to 8 different rooms in the Museum and there are10 activities per gallery,
which means a total of 80 activities. This is a significant ‘pull back’ factor for visitors which is
important, as although the V&A is a national gallery, 60% of the Activity Cart users are return
visitors.

Children visiting the Cart also get a passport; every time they visit the passport is stamped and
when all 8 stamps are collected they are entitled to free postcards from the gallery shop. This
is important to the children as it provides them with something to take home and a prompt to
remember their visit.

There is also a signing in book in order to monitor who is coming and visiting the cart. Visitors
are required to provide the time, name, ages and comments. This has been a useful resource
in helping to gain funds and selling the Museum to external agencies and can be quoted
internally. It has also been useful as research for future development of family resources.
• Back-packs
This resource has been running for over twelve months and is available on Saturday
afternoons and during school holidays. They were originally intended as an alternative to the
Activity Cart and were launched as a new way for families to explore the Museum. The primary
objectives of the packs were to:
•

encourage communication between adult and child

•

provide an interactive experience with a variety of galleries

•

help families explore galleries off the beaten track, rarely visited by this audience

Approximately 3 months were spent developing ideas for content and sourcing suppliers
before 8 prototype packs were ready to be trialled. 50 families tested the packs over a half
term holiday and provided useful feedback. A number of amendments were then made
before a full set of 24 packs were launched in May 1998.

There are 4 themed packs, all containing a variety of hands-on activities:
1. The Artist explores colour and form in paintings
2. The Antique Detective investigates the materials and construction of 19th century
decorative arts objects from Europe and America
3. Magic Glasses includes activities on the colour, design and shape of decorative glass
4. The Explorer takes families on an interactive treasure hunt across the galleries of
Japanese, Chinese, Islamic and Indian art and the Medieval Treasury. it is intended for first
time visitors to help them with their orientation
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Aimed at 5 - 11 year olds, the contents were chosen to allow a family with children at varied
stages of development to use the same pack. Equipment used includes: material samples,
magnifying glasses or binoculars to study details on objects, stories on tape, handling objects
to provide closer observation of paintings or the shape of glass objects.

Each pack contains an adult instruction sheet as it has been found that people want direction
in their learning. It had been hoped that people would just scramble through and pick which
item to do at random. But people said, ‘what do we do first?’ .Therefore, the sheet stresses
that you don’t need a pen and paper and that you can do things in any order. Instructions are
always kept quite short so children can read them if necessary but it is hoped that adults will
take on this role. Observations show this to be the case.

The packs are distributed from a cart, designed and built by students from the Royal College
of Art, at the Museum entrance. It is important that they should be situated here, as often
people aren’t aware there are things for families in the Museum. Families sign in and are asked
to leave a deposit such as a credit card or driver’s licence. Each pack can take anything from 30
to 60 minutes to complete and many families chose to do more than one pack during a visit.

The Education Department is about to develop two new sets of back-packs and a generic
pack for toddlers to be used in any gallery.

The packs have been hugely beneficial in many ways. Faced with an overwhelming number of
displays, visitors are given a focus for a visit. Families spend longer looking at individual
objects, are encouraged to make closer observation of detail or are introduced to a specific
idea via the activity. They have provided a simple and inexpensive way of introducing
interactivity into galleries where displays have not been designed for family learning.

There has been a concern that packs should stretch families more intellectually. Concepts are
referred to through an activity, but are not heavily stressed. A more challenging approach
could be adopted by introducing more sophisticated ideas. However, as packs are used
independently there is no one for adults to refer to if they do not understand the concept
behind the activity. Such a situation is likely to make the adult feel uncomfortable. As it stands,
adults are very much involved in the discovery process inherent within the back-packs. By
participating in the activities and armed with simple instructions adults are released from the
intellectual pressure of knowing the right answer. As a result it appears that a more enjoyable
and relaxed learning environment is created.
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The success of the packs is evident by the number of visitors who have returned to the
Museum to complete all of the packs. They are easy to manage, require relatively low
maintenance and could be adapted to suit any venue. Each pack cost about £100 to produce,
however Walsall Museum and Art Gallery, for example, are developing some packs which cost
no more than £20 each.

It is also possible to distribute the packs from an information desk or by volunteers, to reduce
staffing costs. However, it is advised that such staff should be trained to become familiar not
only with the content of the packs but of the objectives behind them.
• Promotion of facilities and activities
In the past twelve months over 20,000 adults and children have used the resources
described above. However, 70% of them only found out about the activities once they were in
the Museum. This has alerted the Museum to the need to improve its promotion, which can be
done simply and cheaply. For example free listings in local papers or magazines have in the
past proved to bring a great response in terms of the number of families using the resources
over a given space of time.

The family programme introduced by the Education Department has enabled the Museum to
become more interactive. For example the back-packs introduced interactivity into four new
galleries for the price it would take to introduce an interactive display into just one.

• Questions from the audience:
Q With regard to the packs, has demand outstripped supply?
A Not at weekends but in school holidays. To combat this, packs have to be returned within an
hour. Most activities are designed to be completed in three-quarters of an hour. Lots of
visitors are regular and have therefore done all four sets and are anticipating new ones. At
present a Chinese pack is being developed in liaison with the Chinese Community Officer.
This will help in their outreach work and is a good way of breaking down boundaries.

Q How is information about what is happening in the Gallery passed on?
A The ‘Today’ leaflet provides five months worth of listings. This is only distributed within the
Museum as currently the budget does not stretch to extending to external distribution. The
leaflets are given out from Information desks and at each family activity.
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Q Are the packs adult led?
A They are more family led. Generally the children get the items out of the pack and the adults
sort out which one they will do first. However, the working of each pack is a unique and
individual experience.

Q Are the packs only in the English language?
A They are at present but we hope to get at least one translated. The trails have been
developed into other languages - the Indian trail is in 5 different languages.
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Team Working:
The overlap between education, marketing and curatorial roles
in developing the Shapes! display for families
Esme Ward, Emma Parsons and Michael Simpson The Whitworth Art Gallery

The Shapes! display at the Whitworth Art Gallery was designed for a family audience by a
‘cross-disciplinary’ team: the Education Officer (Esme Ward), the Marketing Officer (Emma
Parsons) and the Curator of the Modern Collection (Michael Simpson). Below, they describe
this process within the wider context of the Whitworth’s developing response to family visitors.
• Background
Some years ago, time lapse cameras were used in the Whitworth to identify audiences using
the gallery. When looking at the resulting videotapes, staff discovered that families were one
of their main audiences and so chose to base future practice on this evidence. It was also
found that people didn’t look at the storyboards and labels - a demoralising discovery for staff
after the amount of time spent on producing them! ‘Challenge captioning’ was therefore
developed as one of the methods used to engage the public: a label asks you a question
rather than simply provides information, for example ‘which character in this painting do you
think is the criminal?’ or ‘do you think this was produced by a male or a female artist?’. This
approach to interpretation proved very successful.

The next step was recognition of the importance of the family audience in the 1995
Development Plan. Because families made up such a large audience in the Gallery, the Art
Cart was developed which now comes out into the galllery every weekend and during school
holidays. A workshop programme for families was also developed.

With the appointment of new staff and the arrival of an Education Officer, the opportunity for
changes in the display programme now became more possible. Alongside all of these
developments, Arts About Manchester’s Family Friendly programme provided a framework in
which to make a commitment to family audiences. The decision to create an exhibition
especially for families -Shapes! - grew out of all of these factors. It comprised a selection from
the Whitworth’s permanent modern collection, chosen because of the artist’s use of shape,
accompanied by games, books and special interpretation.
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• Aims and Objectives
When approaching the display, it became clear that each member of the team had different
aims and objectives. For the Education Officer it was to encourage direct engagement with
the artworks. The Curator wanted an opportunity to display works form the Modern Art
collection and introduce the work to younger visitors. He particluarly hoped to capture their
imagination and enthusiasm when they were young so they would sustain this interest in
further life. The Marketing Officer aimed to provide provision for the target audience and the
continuation of audience development.

The internal aim which the three members of the team shared was to re-establish the profile of
family and children oriented displays, providing something specific for this group within the
Gallery. This would mean demonstrating that provision could be incorporated into the Gallery’s
existing ‘image’ and getting support from staff across the board. For a successful policy to be
developed it would have to include, and take into account, the role of attendants and
curatorial staff.
• How it happened
The three team members developed a policy which broke down the boundaries between their
different skills and responsibilities. Feedback was an essential part of development so regular
meetings were held throughout the planning stage. Looking at examples from other
museums and galleries proved a useful source and information was gathered from visits to
Wolverhampton, Walsall and Eureka! - the Children’s Museum. Through brainstorming
sessions came an agreed age group and theme. It was decided to target 5-8 year olds but this
age range was not exclusive, as the display would hopefully involve older siblings and
parents. This age was agreed upon as their needs were not met by any other Gallery
provision, for example the Art Cart was aimed at 7-11 year olds. Educational activities and
resources were developed and tested out.

Straight curatorial decisions were not confined to one person: all the team had an equal input
and picture store visits were an essential part of the research for the whole team. The curator
normally makes decisions from an isolated position but the team approach proved effective:
ideas could be ‘bounced around’ , defending or challenging partcicular choices. The hang in
Shapes! was decided upon by both curator and non-curators which provides a further
example of crossing job boundaries. Decisions which usually only involve one person in a
gallery now involved the team at all levels and this proved effective.
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Funding and sponsorship was an integral part of planning. The initial budget for Shapes! was
£200, most of which went on the storyboard. £830 was provided further to this from local
sponsors. Publicity and communication is essential to a successful display. Five thousand
flyers were printed free of cost by a local company and distributed around family areas such as
libraries and community centres. The Whitworth also has a 750 strong mailing list which can be
reached with publicity.
•

How are we monitoring use and interaction?

Direct feedback was provided from observation and via teachers who brought classes to the
display. The comments book at the front of the Gallery was another useful source as this was a
way of recording feedback when it was still fresh in the visitor’s mind. Furthermore, anyone can
have their say regardless of age. Some of the monitoring was done directly in the display:
people were asked to write a poem and a family mailing list was set up which involved a
competition in which children were asked to write about their favourite shape. A brief survey
was conducted by sending out questionnaires to existing family visitors.

An outreach scheme was organised by the Gallery and Arts About Manchester to test whether
the gallery was able to capture new audiences. A nearby library appears very successful in
attracting family users. Could these families be persuaded to try a gallery visit? A library open
day was organised, taking games and information along to inform families about the display
and invite them to see it. Families were offered an incentive (collect a ‘Goody Bag’ at
reception) to visit the Gallery during the May half term holidays. Tracking was easily done by
askingwhether they had already visited the Gallery as a result of the session in the library. As a
result, half of the people who attended the open day have been to the gallery since. The
scheme was successful and the Whitworth will continue to utilise the library to promoteevents
and attract new visitors.

Shapes! runs for 6 months during1999, providing plenty of time to collect feedback,
including the school summer holidays.
•

Lessons learned

Simple ideas, such as a jigsaw, have been found to work best. Things like this have provided a
wide range of possibilities for people visiting in groups or alone. Attendants also like the
display as it gives them a chance to be more interactive. They provide valuable feedback as
they can observe visitors whilst being unobtrusive. One issue that Shapes! made clear was
that you cannot provide the display in isolation. Information about other family provision, such
as nappy changing facilities, must be provided alongside. It is necessary to try and involve the
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whole family but this leads to challenges as it is difficult to produce activities which suit all age
ranges. The display was, to an extent, multi-layered. It was targeted at 5-8 year olds and
proved ideal for them. For younger children there is a toddler book but older children have
found it a little childish. Basic things involving the position and design of the display are
important to its overall success. It does not need to look a mess to be welcoming for families
and it is not necessary to tuck the display away in a corner of the gallery, although this can
sometimes be an advantage as the visitors lose their inhibitions, feeling they are not on
display themselves. On the other hand, the display must not be too overwhelming. Family
displays do not mean a lapse in quality: the nature of the artworks remains paramount. It is
important to select work carefully in order not to exclude adult visitors.
• Where do we go next?
The importance of Shapes! has been in highlighting those who have been excluded from
the art gallery experience such as many younger visitors. In order to rectify this, the Art
Treasure Chest is currently under development. Planning is underway in close contact
with early years and special school teachers. The focus will be on tactile equipment for young
visitors and those with special needs. After their evident success in other galleries and
museums, the Whitworth are also developing back-packs for families visiting the Gallery. The
Whitworth changes its displays very frequently so rather than relating to a specific display the
packs - called ‘Globetrotters’ - will be thematic, focusing on journeys and discovery. The
Activity Cart and back-packs should be seen as stepping stones: there is still a long way to go
in family provision.

The momentum of work undertaken will be lost if displays, especially for families, do not
continue in the Gallery. However, it must be recognised that other curators need space. There
is still no regular family display policy. The inclusion of Esme (Education) and Emma
(Marketing) on a planning group for next year’s exhibitions is a significant step forward and
they have been invited to propose an exhibition for the year 2001. The family will therefore
continue to be considered in the Whitworth’s exhibition planning process.
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Evaluating family resources
Andrew McIntyre Arts About Manchester

Audience development can mean not only attracting new visitors but also developing each
visitor so they can get the maximum possible out of their visit. But how can we tell whether we
have helped bring this about? Andrew McIntyre described the process he developed to
evaluate visitor involvement, including that of child together with adult, in Walsall’s Me and
You exhibition.

Me and You contained different installations, artworks and computer interactives, each of
which aimed to engage children in specific ways. Volunteers and art gallery staff spent time
during the course of the Me and You exhibition observing visitor interaction with exhibits.
• Aims
The aims of the observation study were:
• To assess to what degree visitors were interacting with the exhibits.
• To assess to what extent visitors were looking at text panels or seeking assistance.
• To determine whether there were any behavioural patterns amongst visitors.
• The process
An interaction Matrix (see appendix (iii))was devised to record levels of engagement and
the levels of intervention with each selected exhibit in the Me and You exhibition.
Definitions were devised for the degrees of engagement: ‘Orientation’, ‘Exploration’ ,
‘Discovery’, and ‘Immersion’. Each of the exhibits was assessed in turn and definitions
produced to define, for example, what a visitor would have to do to ‘qualify’ for each category.
How much assistance did the visitor receive in order to interact with the exhibit - were they
were self-sufficient, did they use the text panel or seek assistance? Only the greatest degree
of interaction achieved was recorded for each visitor. Observations were recorded using a ‘C’
to represent a child or children alone, an ‘A’ to represent an adult or adults present with a child
or children and an ‘AA’ to represent an adult alone. In this way, the relationship between child
and adult could be charted.

In some instances, it was extremely difficult for the volunteers to decide whether visitors had
reached the ‘Immersion’ level of engagement or just the ‘Discovery’ level simply through
observation. To determine this would have required further research such as in- depth
interviews. Because of this problem, the two levels of engagement have been examined
together for the purposes of this research. If further research is undertaken, in-depth
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interviews with control groups of users will be able to give more conclusive evidence of
whether visitors have reached ‘Immersion’.
• The results
These interactions were then analysed and converted into percentages. Quantitative
measurements were produced from what was a quantitative experiment. The results were in
some ways successful but in others reductive: they don’t tell us why people reacted as they
did. Factors have to be taken into account such as how exhibits are related spatially. For one
exhibit, the Memorial painting, it was found many people were intuitive but they all ‘butterflied’.
This was because of the position in which it was placed, perhaps being too close to other
objects of interest. It also has to be kept in mind that people have different experiences and
that there are different levels of interaction. In the evaluation process it is necessary to keep
an open mind.
• Additional evaluation
Another way of evaluating is to ask people their responses. However, if you intervene in the
process of a family visit you change it. Furthermore, it was found that parents often filtered
children’s responses and what was received was not a raw, immediate response but an
evaluation in itself. The idea of the ‘vox pop’ tape was therefore developed: families were
given a twelve hour tape to cover the whole experience from expectations beforehand to
analysis after the event. What were received were the raw responses, like bugging. The
children were uninhibited and often forgot about the presence of the tape. During the visit, it
became evident that the role of the parent changed what children got out of it and vice versa.

It is necessary to be creative in devising methods of evaluation. Walsall provided post-it notes
for visitors to makebrief comments and staff were also asked to eavesdrop - a valuable method
of recording feedback that would otherwise never have got into the visitors book or onto a
post-it!

• Questions from the audience
Q How did you avoid people knowing they were being watched?
A It could be a problem so was always necessary to watch from a distance and try to be
unobtrusive.
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Q Is the project written up?
A Two reports deal with the type of approach I’ve described. Walsall’s own report is available,
which combines our research with that of other researchers into different target audiences
such as school parties. The other report belongs to The Museum of Science and Industry in
Manchester for whom we developed a similar approach.
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Meaningful excursions into modern art:
designing effective activities for adults
and children to learn together
Catherine Orbach Tate Gallery, Liverpool

Over the last 6 years the Tate Gallery in Liverpool has been developing activities for the casual
drop-in family visitor and this experience is used here to suggest some principles for good
practice. These examples will be in relation to two programmes: T h e Great Art Adventure
and Art Quest.
• T h e Great Art Adventure
Set up in 1993, this takes place on the third weekend of each month. It offers families a range
of drop-in activities based around a different exhibition each month. Most sessions involve
gallery and studio activities although some of the activities are entirely gallery based. The aim
is to find imaginative ways for adults and children to explore the gallery in a meaningful way.

At the point of closing for redevelopment and considering what the provision would be for
families after reopening, the situation was reassessed. At that time, around 100 people were
attending each afternoon of the Great Art Adventure but although 40% of these had been
before, many were first timers. In 1998 when the Gallery re-opened, the second programme
was therefore developed.
• Art Quest
Two artists were commissioned to develop a set of activities which could be used on a more
regular basis. This is open 3 out of 4 Sundays a month and offers families a choice of 4
sculpture trails around the long term Modern British Art display. Each trail is designed to take
one afternoon. This means 4 visits are catered for. The Great Art Adventure continues on the
third weekend of every month.

The interest in providing activities on a drop-in basis goes back to 1993 and was in essence a
response to the Gallery’s location. Its situation on the Albert Dock creates an untypical
audience mix: some 50% of people are incidental visitors. The aim in developing the
programme was to create ways in which families might grow more confident and comfortable in
the Gallery. It was known through work with schools that children find the environment an
exciting and stimulating one. The challenge was to find ways in which children could share this
excitement with parents or adult friends. One challenge, particular perhaps to a modern art
gallery, is the negative perceptions that surround modern art. Therefore, to engage adults in a
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meaningful exploration of the gallery necessitates overcoming some often deeply felt
prejudices.

Family learning needs to be clearly defined. We might expect the term family learning to mean
essentially the provision of children’s activities that require parental or adult support. Yet to
truly create a space for family learning we need to engage both adult and child in a meaningful
activity. Artwork is open to multiple interpretations and the child and adult should have
different responses. Modern art does not require a set body of knowledge - what you get out
of it is personal.

Family learning in the context of a modern art gallery might also present different opportunities
and challenges to those presented in a science or natural history museum. Meaning in
contemporary art is made by the interaction between the object and the viewer. The galleries
role is not to convey a set body of knowledge but to equip people with the skills to form their
own ideas and to provide them with the information or tools to create new and further
interpretations of a work.

Family learning also presents some challenges to the museum professional. Unlike working
with schools, there is no common age group, interest or curriculum to address. Instead, every
family might present different learning contexts. An adult and a young child of say 4 or 5, will
approach gallery activities in a very different way to a parent with an older child. Similarly the
dynamics are very different between an adult, 2 adults with a child, and 2 adults with 2 or more
children.

The planning of activities has therefore to take place within these parameters. Before looking
at the actual activities designed at Tate Liverpool it is necessary to think about principles or
guidelines for designing activities. These are drawn from reflection on planning within the
Gallery and also through looking at approaches in different galleries. They refer specifically to
designing the ‘pick-up and do’ type of activity for adults and children to work on together.

Certain principles are needed as a basis for creating a family friendly environment. These have
been organised around three criteria: the work, the participant and the learning process,
which were illustrated by a series of OHPs - the principles of which were then discussed in
relation to activities for Art Quest and the Great Art Adventure:
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• The work
Enrich the encounter with the exhibit
Museum or gallery learning is object based - exploit this by devising activities that allow for
creative and meaningful interactions. Focus thinking on the object - good imaginative
questions direct people to the object. Focus drawing activities on looking at the object rather
than doing something unrelated (from memory etc).

Engage with the ideas/concepts in a work/exhibition
To create possibilities for learning, be clear about the concepts you are putting across. Each
work exists in relation to those that surround it. Try to make connections between works and
devise activities that allow people to move around an exhibition.
•

The participants

Make sure activities are of equal interest to all participants
Tread a careful line between not being so child focused that it is obviously a ‘children’s activity’
that just needs parental supervision and equally avoid being too adult centred - find formats
for activities that children find entertaining.
Ensure the activities are equally accessible to all participants
Plan for a wide age group/use.
Encourage diversity of interpretation
Encourage each individual to develop their own responses and readings.
Exploit dynamics of family interactions
Plan activities that encourage family interaction.
Get the language right
Keep the language simple and avoid using art historical terms that are perhaps frequently
used in the art world but might mean nothing to somebody else.
• The learning process
Stimulate the airing and sharing of ideas
Develop speaking and listening activities that encourage families to explore ideas in an open
ended way. Avoid closed questions.
Warm-up the mind
Work from simple questions, observational activities to more complex ideas.
Signpost how to access information and where answers are to be found
Make people aware of the information they can find in a gallery/museum.
Provide a variety of learning styles, pace, kind of activity
Sustain interest as children find too much repetition boring.
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Understand the context for the activity (leisure/informal)
Remember people are taking part in their own time - an informal learning context.
•

Future developments

The provision of family activities within art galleries has arrived later than their equivalents in
museums. It is important for this work to continue and develop if we are to counter the
perception that galleries are just empty, spacious buildings with white walls.

Parents value a structured activity in what can be for them a new and unfamiliar environment.
Some have commented on how refreshing it is to find themselves in a learning environment
which is as new for them as their children. Importantly and perhaps surprisingly, many
commented that they learnt from their children who are naturally more open and receptive to
new ideas.

The team were struck by how little research or documentation exists around family learning in
galleries. Comparing research is an invaluable resource and helps to generate more thinking
and activity in this area.At present the three Tate sites are involved in a joint evaluation project
of self-serve activities with an aim of trying to understand more about the nature of the family
experience and learning. Working with consultants, a common framework to evaluate activities
was designed. The methods include pre and post interviews, observation and pre and post
focus groups. The information gathered will be analysed in relation to three key areas: the
nature of family experience, the nature of engagement and what is being learnt. Although this
work is not complete some valuable and interesting feedback is being received. Those
interested are invited to contact Alison Cox or Gillian Wilson at Tate Gallery London (0171 887
8062/8769), Catherine Orbach at Tate Gallery Liverpool (0151 709 2252) or Susan Lamb at
Tate Gallery St Ives (01736 793543) to request a copy of the evaluation.
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